


FEATURES
USB Key
Usb input to charge and print

Wi-Fi
Possible control by Wi-fi connection

Optional
Dual extruder.
Camera control

Smart Gui
Gui intuitive touch.



0,4-0,8 mm
DiametrExtruder diameter

180°-260°
Extruder temperature

50°- 100°C
Print bed temperature

0,1 mm
Default layer resolution 

12,5/5micron
Axis resolution 

Cartesian
Axis movement

10-300mm/s
Max print and travel speed

1,75mm
Filament diameter
(ABS, PLA, Laywood, Laybrick, 
Nylon,
 PET, XT, XT-carbonio, ecc..)

400x400x700mm
Printable Area

720x720x1040
3D printer size



Ce Mark
Declaration of conformity

WARRANTY
12/24 months on every components, 

extruder excluded

ELECTRICAL
230 Volts 10 Ampere

0 – 60 Hz , 360 Watt max

MAVIS Suite
With the Kentstrapper Mavis 3D printer 

are provided:
the power supply with cable, online 

manual,
pla spool, usb cable, software, online 

support and tools



Phoenix system
Interrupts. Stops . Resume whenever you want

The failure of your printer will never be cause by electricity outage. MAVIS 3D printer know if it is without 
power supply and save the printing process. On 3D printer’s display will appear a message that notify the 
absence of the power supply and it will be asked to the user to recover the job or not. This system permit the 
management of the printing process, it can be in pause or arrested and resume it later.

Filament guardian
The filament ends but not the printing

If the filament ends, MAVIS 3D printer know it and save the printing process – refill the filament – and then 
restart.

BIG
A big machine for big projects

The  chosen volume of 400x400x700 mm allows to make  prototype of big dimension  wthout the need to 
scale or divide it.

Extrusion
Titan direct e All metal hotend

In order to push the filament it has been implemented the mini Titan Bowden system that allows you to use 
a variety of filaments and to have the best performance in terms of weight, size, reliability and accuracy

The Hotend instead is completely made of metal, allowing to have excellent performance in terms of quality 
and printing speed, it is also possible to interchange the nozzles in a simple and fast ,way selecting nozzle of 
0.4, 0.6., 0.8.
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www.kentstrapper.com

www.kentstrapper.com/stampante-3d-kentstrapper-mavis/

Via Antonio del Pollaiolo, 130 
50142 Firenze

+390554476656


